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1VD-FTV GTURBO INSTALL & REMOVAL PROCEDURE 

Note: During this whole procure be sure to use six point sockets as the hardware is 

easily damaged and in some cases very difficult to remove. 

  

1. Jack vehicle up and remove left hand front wheel, remove plastic shield 

2. Remove turbo out-let and rubber hose, remove exhaust heat shield and pull out 

above the chassis and behind the shock.  

3. Remove the intake up to the bottom of the cross over pipe, including the nose cone 

inlet of turbo 

4. Remove exhaust dump pipe completely allowing you to access the turbo water 

cooling lines above the bell housing 

5. Drain coolant using the turbo water line rubber connector at the front of the turbo 

6. Remove rubber water line, remove hard steel line connected to the turbo and 

connecting to other rubber connection above bell housing  

7. Place oil drain tray under turbo 

8. Remove oil drain rubber hose and steel drain oil pipe from turbo 

9. Remove oil cooling/drain back line from beneath the turbo, this allows enough room 

for the turbo to be removed out the bottom. 

10. Loosen two front turbo to manifold mounting nuts, remove two front turbo mounting 

studs. If not removed the turbo will not come out without damaging something 

11. Remove rear mounting nut using universal head ratchet through the wheel arch or 

from the top of the engine bay (may have to remove second battery), insure you 

have a good grip on the nuts with your six-point socket. If you round it good luck. 

12. Slightly bend water line coming off block back towards the block to allow room for 

turbo to move forward and down 

13. Remove three vacuum actuator bolts leave clipped on 

14. Remove oil feed 

15. Remove turbo forward and down between the steering links and diff housing 

16. Make sure the turbo inlet elbow and exhaust dump have been measured against the 

new Gturbo gaskets provided, if able die grind out to match the gaskets.  
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17. Install turbo in reverse from step 14-1. You will notice the Gturbo actuator has an 

extra vacuum outlet this is simply to allow it to breath, we recommend running a 

vacuum line up to the top of the engine bay with a small air filter attached 

18. Now the vehicle is capable of a greater range of boost, be aware of issues that may 

arise- 

i. Map sensor lines blowing off, this may cause turbo failure use cable 

ties or clamps too secure them, do not tee in a boost gauge to this 

circuit as it is integral for turbo life 

ii. Boost lines blowing off or leaking from incorrect aftermarket clamps or 

substandard hoses 


